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1. National Culture
I. Title
FOREWORD FROM THE CONFERENCE CHAIR

Praise be to Allah swt, the lord of the world, for the opportunity to host International Conference on Culture and Local Wisdom with the theme — Globalization, National Culture, and Local Wisdom: The Sustainability and Preservation of the Culture and Local Wisdom in Facing ASEAN Economic Community held on 29-30 November 2016 at Grand Kanaya Hotel Medan, Indonesia. This conference is organized by Faculty of Cultural Sciences, University of Sumatera Utara as a medium for promoting opportunity for the experts, researchers, scientists, lecturers, post-graduate students, to contribute their researches, ideas, concepts, and thoughts through their papers presented.

Firstly, let me extend my profound thanks to Rector of University of Sumatera Utara and also Dean of Faculty of Cultural Sciences for their support to make this conference exist. The conference and proceedings are tribute to a large group of people. Then, we express our gratitude to keynote speakers: Prof. Zainal Kling, Ph.D. (UUM-Malaysia), Pham Van Thuy, Ph.D. (Vietnam National University-Vietnam), Prof. Dr. Bambang Purwanto, M.A. (UGM-Indonesia), Prof. Rolando Talampas (University of Philippines-Philippines), Dr. Ridwan Hanafiah, M.A. (USU-Indonesia), and Prof. Pitch Pongsawat, Ph.D. (Chulalongkorn University-Thailand). There are 55 papers accepted to be published from various themes, namely (1) Language, Literature and Society, (2) Identity and Cultural Changes, (3) Religion and Political Culture, (4) Oral Tradition, (5) Globalization, Modernization, and Local Wisdom.

For all the reviewers, editors, and committee members, we do appreciate all your hard work to conduct this event. For all our distinguished presenters, guests and participants, thank you for your attendance and participation, without you all, this conference would be meaningless. We hope that all of you can get benefit from this conference, widen our connection and friendship, and we wish for your success in the future.

Best Regards,

Dr. Ridwan Hanafiah, M.A.
Chair of ICCLW
FOREWORD FROM THE DEAN OF FACULTY OF CULTURAL SCIENCES UNIVERSITY OF SUMATERA UTARA

The International conference organized by Faculty of Cultural Sciences, University of Sumatera Utara under the theme —Globalization, National Culture, and Local Wisdom: The Sustainability and Preservation of Culture and Local Wisdom in Facing ASEAN Economic Community— is a strategic medium to discuss the existence of local wisdom. Recently, local wisdom grabs our deep attention in the perspective of anthropology, history, and culture. Multidisciplinary researches and conferences about it have been conducted in social sciences and humanities. And even, city government and state company have made agreement with university in facilitating to conduct researches related to local wisdom. And it becomes an interesting theme and field among the researchers.

But, notwithstanding local wisdom becomes field of interest in research conducted by researchers in university, it hasn’t become inspiration or reference in making a policy. Decision making is still executed by local elites without involving society members. Local wisdom regarded as containing moral values, togetherness, cooperation, and social structure based on local tradition which is still kept through generations is still far from the consideration of decision or policy making. Even though, it can empower social participation in policy making. If the participation of society increases, local democracy will also be stronger.

The strengthening of local democracy is linked with a higher accommodation of the aspirations of the people, especially those related to human development. Human development is very strategic in sustaining the nation's competitiveness. A nation that is able to compete with other nations is a nation that concerns on human development especially if it has to face the globalization. If a nation wants to survive in the competitive world, it must strengthen human development. Currently, there is no nation is separated from the mainstream of globalization, including Southeast Asia. Globalization has not only covered Southeast Asia, but Southeast Asia is also currently running Asean Economic Community. In the Asean Economic Community (AEC), the capital and labor from one country could easily enter the other countries. If the market’s competitiveness of a country is weak, the skilled labor from other countries may displace local workforce. Enactment of the AEC in 2015 will bring structural changes in the region. Weak and unskilled nations in managing various aspects of life will not compete with other nations and it depicts the weakness of national identity.

Local wisdom can strengthen national identity. At the moment, none of the people can stay away from globalization. Strengthening local wisdom has a strategic role in the cultural management in order to become a strong nation. Nation’s toughness is a major prerequisite approach towards AEC. By this toughness and strengthening local wisdom, undoubtedly, this nation will be able to compete in the AEC.

Konperensi internasional ini membentangkan makalah tentang local wisdom dan budaya dari berbagai perspektif di Indonesia, Vietnam dan Malaysia dan Filipina. Semoga seminar ini dapat menghasilkan pemikiran baru tentang kajian local wisdom dan perubahan budaya di Asia Tenggara. Last but not least, kepada Rector Universitas Sumatera Utara yang memfasilitasi konperensi internasional ini diucapkan terima kasih.

This conference presents papers about local wisdom and culture from various perspectives in Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia, and Philippines. We hope that this conference can bring new perspectives about local wisdom studies and cultural change in Southeast Asia. Last but not the least, to the rector of University of Sumatera Utara who has facilitated this event, we thank you very much.

Regards,
Dean of Faculty of Cultural Sciences,
University of North Sumatera

Dr. Budi Agustono
PREFACE

Praise be to God the Almighty who has given His Blessing and made the International Conference on Culture and Local Wisdom possible to be carried out. The conference with its theme — Globalization, National Culture, and Local Wisdom: The sustainability and Preservation of Culture and Local Wisdom in Facing ASEAN Economic Community organized by the Faculty of Cultural Sciences, University of Sumatera Utara is an opportunity for the experts, researchers, scientists, lecturers, post-graduate students, to contribute their researches, ideas, concepts, and thoughts through their papers presented. There are 55 full papers in the proceedings covering various themes, namely (1) Language, Literature and Society, (2) Identity and Cultural Changes, (3) Religion and Political Culture, (4) Oral Tradition, (5) Globalization, Modernization, and Local Wisdom. It is expected that the papers will broaden our horizon and enrich our knowledge.

We sincerely express our appreciation and thanks to the Faculty of Cultural Sciences, University of Sumatera Utara and the committee members that have done their best in arranging and publishing the proceedings with ISBN.

We would also like to express our appreciation and thanks to our keynote speakers: Prof. Zaimal Kling, Ph.D. (UUM- Malaysia), Pham Van Thuy, Ph.D. (Vietnam National University-Vietnam), Prof. Dr. Bambang Purwanto, M.A. (UGM-Indonesia), Prof. Rolando Talampas (University of Philippines-Philippines), Dr. Ridwan Hanafiah, M.A. (USU-Indonesia), and Prof. Pitch Pongsawat, Ph.D. (Chulalongkorn University-Thailand), the reviewers, speakers, and participants of this conference for your kind and active participation. We realize that this conference will not exist without your participation. We dream that this conference will be carried out yearly as regular agenda of the Faculty of Cultural Sciences, University of Sumatera Utara. May this dream come true. Have a successful conference! May God Almighty bless us.
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LANGUAGE CHOICE IN LOCAL POLITICAL PARTY COMMUNICATION: STRENGTHENING LOCAL IDENTITY THROUGH THE USE OF ACEHNESIAN LANGUAGE

Ridwan Hanafiah
Faculty of Cultural Sciences, University of Sumatera Utara
ridvanes@yahoo.com

Abstract
This paper attempts to describe language choice in local political party communication to strengthen local identity. Aceh is a special area that accommodates the existence of local political party (LPP). In LPP communication, elites of local party choose Acehnese language than Bahasa Indonesia because of habit and fluency. It is also used in verbal and non-verbal communication. The elites of local political party in Aceh argue that —Peureu teu ureneng Aceh yang teum peugah Bahasa Aceh” or the party of Acehnese people is a party that communicates by using Acehnese language. The conditions in which Acehnese language is chosen as the medium of communication are such as in internal meeting, party campaign, unofficial meeting with the same members, interaction with people, and so on. The use of Acehnese language in any conditions included local party members communication makes Acehnese language becomes strong language because it has speakers from any level of ages (kids, women, men, parents, youths, and so on) and also it is one of the effort to strengthen their local identities.

Keywords: Acehnese, language use, local party, communication, local identity,

Introduction
Local language and Bahasa Indonesia (BI) are employed as the medium of communication in Indonesia. Indonesia has regulated the status of local language which can be found in article 32 on Education, paragraph (2) stating that the state shall respect and preserve local languages as national culture treasures. It means that the existence of local language in Indonesia is protected and respected. In relation to this statement, Mahsun (2005) asserts that local language is functioned as (i) the symbol of local pride (ii) the symbol of local identity; and (iii) communication tools in the family and social society.

There are 9 types of local language spoken in Aceh (Hanafiah, 2016, p.51). This statement is also supported by Siregar (2014) holding that Acehnese is one of the indigenous and ethnic languages that is spoken by about 1.4% population of Indonesian inhabitants. The dominant local language in Aceh is Acehnese spoken by Acehnese citizens in the coastal area of Aceh. The second prominent language is Gayo language spoken in Gayo district. Then, successively, it is followed by Alas, Anoek Janee, Singkil, Tuet, Tamiang, Sigulai and Lekon.

Language is regularly used in the exercise of political power and there are more subtle uses of language in politics. The use of a regional or a social dialect by a political leader is often a claim to a specialized ethnic identity (Spolsky, 2008, p.58). Aceh is a special area that accommodates the existence of local political party (LPP). The elites of local political party in Aceh argue that —Peureu teu ureneng Aceh yang teum peugah Bahasa Aceh” or the party of Acehnese people is a party that communicates by using Acehnese language. This statement is applied in LPP communication (verbal and non-verbal). They use it to express culture, including organizational system, religious, economy, education, technology, arts, and Acehnese language itself. For example, in official meeting of members of DPRK/A (Dewan perwakilan Rakyat Kabupaten/Aceh), they use it and in the leaflet or brochure of campaign, they use the combination of Bahasa Indonesia and Acehnese such as: —Pintu Gerai uenbang Melimpah Ajeh Mendelai —The gate to Free Aceh. This paper attempts to describe language choice in local political party (LPP) communication to strengthen local identity.
Aceh at Glance

Generally, Acehnese people can be divided into some ethnic group namely: Aceh (Ravek), Gayo, Aneuk Jamee, Singkil, Alas, Tamiang, Khuet, Devayau, Sigualai, Pakpak, Haloban, Lekon, dan Nias. Pak-Pak and Nias are the sub-ethnic that have inhabited for long time in Aceh. There are many people living in Aceh. According to the data published by statistical centre bureau or Badan Pusat Statistik (BPS) in 2010, it shows that Acehnese people becomes majority in Aceh government. The distribution of Acehnese inhabitants are Acehnese (50.32%), Javanese (15.87%), Gayo (11.46%), Alas (3.89%), Singkil (2.55%), Simeulue (2.47%), Batak (2.26%), Minangkabau (1.09%), dan lain-lain (10.09%). From the aspect of language, every sub-ethnic has their own language based on its ethnic name. There are 9 types of local language spoken in Aceh (Hanafiah, 2016, p.51) and those languages have their own differences. The dominant local language in Aceh is Acehnese spoken by Acehnese citizens in the coastal area of Aceh. The second prominent language is Gayo language spoken in Gayo district. Then, successively, it is followed by Alas, Aneuk Jamee, Singkil, Khuet, Tamiang, Sigualai and Lekon.

Furthermore, there is a big power of Islam in Aceh so that Aceh is well-known as — Seuramo Mekkah (Serambi Mekkah). If we flashback, in the 11th century, there were two eldest islamic kingdom in Nusantara namely Samudera Pasai and Perak. From this area, the widespread of Islam was started to all area of Nusantara. During 1514-1530, kingdom of Aceh covers some areas such as Pasee, Perak, Aru, Pidie, dan Lannu. Nowadays, Aceh is one of the provinces that has special status from the government of Republic of Indonesia. BPS in 2010 reports that the composition of the followers of religion in Aceh i.e. moslem (97.6%), christian (1.7%), Budha (0.55%), dan Hindu (0.08%). This also makes Aceh province has a special thing compared to other provinces in Indonesia. In this province, Islamic Syariah is applied to the most citizens whose religion is Islam. This regulation is a big deal in Aceh and supported by law no. 18/2001. The application of Islamic Syariah that becomes the characteristic of Aceh was renovated by law no. 11/2006 about Acehnese government. That’s why all aspects in life should be based on it. The reflection of what Acehnese believe in that has been main through generation to generation. It is said that — Adat buk Po Touneureuethom; hukom buk Syiah Kiala; Quron buk Putro Phang; Rensan buk Loksamandai (custom is from the king, law is from ulama, rule is from Pahang princess, Rensan is from the admiral) (Hanafiah, 2016).

Local Political Party in Aceh

Liphart dan Friederich in Supardan (2008) hold that the concept of political party relates to a group of people which is stably and well-organized in order to take and maintain the power towards the government for the leader of his party. In brief, he also supports their statement by stating that the purpose of political party is to get political power and take the political position constitutionally to do compulsory applied by them. It means that the existence of political party can’t be separated from power and position in a government situation.

In Aceh, the formulation of local political party is based on the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between Indonesian government and GAM signed in Helsinki, Finland on 15th August 2005. Local political party has participated in two legislative elections in Indonesia. First, in legislative election in 2009, there are six local parties taking part namely namely (1) Partai Aceh Aman Sejahtera (PAAS) (2) Partai Daulat Atjeh (PDA) (3) Partai Suara Independen Rakyat Aceh (SRRA) (4) Partai Rakyat Aceh (PRA) (5) Partai Aceh (PA) and (6) Partai Bersatu Atjeh (PBA). Then, in 2014, there are 3 political parties participating in it namely: (1) Partai Aceh (2) Partai Nasional Aceh (PNA) and (3) Partai Damai Aceh.

Language Choice in Local Political Party Communication: Its Reality

Language used by elites in the communication of local party is a linguistic reality. Trudgill (1984) assert that sociolinguistics, as a branch of linguistics, observes language as a social and cultural phenomenon. In addition, Olivier in Milroy (1980) clarifies that language choice in bilingual society is based on social relationship analysis. This study shows that social relationship is a thing which can explain language choice and language distraction phenomenon. In Aceh context, language choice exists due to the choice of using language in which people possess their own reason to use a certain language (Hanafiah, 2016 p. 26). The reasons are habit, pride, satisfaction, and closeness in selecting language.

As cited in Hanafiah (2016, p.67), based on research conducted in 2009 in Breuen and Langsa city, there are some facts revealed during legislative election in 2009 namely (1) based on the position,
the chair (muallem) of the political party and its managers, they dominantly choose Acehnese Language than Bahasa Indonesia because of habit and fluency in communication. Then, (2) based on the background of cultural of parent (mother), it is revealed that the interviewees whose mother is Acehnese dominantly use Acehnese language due to habit and still about fluency in uttering during communication. It means that Acehnese language is used as the medium of communication in local political party in Aceh.

In local political party communication, the conditions in which Acehnese language is chosen as the medium of communication are such as internal meeting, party campaign, unofficial meeting with the same members, interaction with people, political interaction with the same local party, discussing strategy and program of local party, development of local party, president and vice president candidates and so on. The following is an example of a transcript:

- *Hatian...ulontuan peureule meutapue bacui, bagaimana peunutoeh peureuteu teuntang hai masalah karenu anggota peureuteu? Piu manham geutanyoe wajeuw na karenu anggota peureuteu... den pakiban tapengent urusam masalah nyam?*

Hello tengku, I need to deliver a little bit, how about the conclusion of our meeting about party member card? Should we have it and how to make it?

- *Peureule laon pesamoe bak teunglai, Geutanyou tengenh tapenoh peunutoeh Bak Keutnta rayenk pusat di Banda Aceh, mengenai uleu sakeo peureuteu, bak manham wilayah keacaman, dan uleu wilayah teungnh gen keurija bensabou hikau negeun manhun KPA lang na bak sagoen.*

I need to say to you all that we are waiting for the conclusion from the chair of the party in Banda Aceh. The problem about the managers in districts and all regions should be considered together that KPA should be exist in the village level.

- *Peureuteu nyon peureuteu droe leeh manhun... karenu lagempun peunutoah pih na bak Geutanyoe manhun... Lam hai nyoe geutanyoe peureula ta sabab.*

This party belongs to us so that the decision depends on us. However, in this case, we should be patient.

- *Insya Allah... enntuak waiu kana peunutoh, kanaoe peu sampoe bak teunglai den manhun masyarakat... Insya Allah... If then, there is a conclusion, we will deliver it you here to be announced to all society.*

Thus, thank you very much for your coming, we hope that our party can be more shining in the future.

From the transcription above, it is obviously found that Acehnese language is dominantly used and chosen during local political party communication. Those statements are the example of verbal communication. Then, in non-verbal communication, such as the use of Acehnese language in political poster, the candidate from Aceh local party also chooses to use Acehnese language. Here is presented the example of poster issued by the candidate from local party.

![Poster of governor candidate of Aceh province from Partai Aceh](image)

Figure 1. Poster of governor candidate of Aceh province from *Partai Aceh*
Strengthening Local Identity through the Use of Acehnese Language

Acehnese language is also one of indigenous languages in Indonesia. In local political party communication, Acehnese language is used as a symbol or character of people of Aceh. Kling (2014, p.72) states that local and indigenous cultural ideas, arts, heritage and ecological elements are selected to symbolize a new socio-political ideology. Referring to that statement, Acehnese language is chosen and used as the symbol of Aceh local party. Another expert, Halliday (1973) states that language has three functions of language namely instrumental, regulatory, and interactional function of language. Those three functions can be found in the context of local party communication in Aceh. Acehnese language used in the communication of LPP has a „special interest”. The elites they declare that —Peureten ureuneng Aceh yang teum puayngh Bahasa Aceh” or the party of Acehnese people is a party that communicates by using Acehnese language. Regarding to this fact, Chomsky (2004, p.541) asserts that the term „special interest” is used in a very interesting related way to refer to the population. The special interest here is regarded as _Acehnese people_.

Since Acehnese language is used in the western coastal area of Aceh from Langsa to Sabang, other regions in Aceh also use their language to strengthen their local identities. For example, local political party in Gayo will use Bahasa Gayo, or Areunek Jamee in Meulaboh. The elites of local political party feel satisfied if they use Acehnese language in communication. They use it to show their identity as Aceh local political party members. This reality is also supported by Mahsun (2005) asserting that local language is functioned as (i) the symbol of local pride (ii) the symbol of local identity; and (iii) communication tools in the family and social society. The use of Acehnese language as medium of communication can’t be separated from historical fact. During DOM (Darurat Operasi Militer/Military Operation Emergency), Acehnese inhabitants were prohibited to use Acehnese language. They had to use Bahasa Indonesia. If they couldn’t use it, they would be tortured. After DOM is over, Acehnese inhabitants got their freedom to use local language as their identity. So, in any conditions included local party members communication, they try to speak by using local language. Even they say, —Gentanyo ureng Aceh bek malea puayngh hoba bahasa Aceh! Don’t say if you are Acehnese if you can’t speak Acehnese Language_. This brings the fact that Acehnese language becomes strong language because it has speakers from any level of ages (kids, women, men, parents, youths, and so on).

**Conclusion**

There is a fact that the chair (muftahil) of the political party and his managers, they dominantly choose Acehnese Language than Bahasa Indonesia because of habit and fluency in their communication. In local political party communication, the conditions in which Acehnese language is chosen as the medium of communication are such as in internal meeting, party campaign, unofficial meeting with the same members, interaction with people, and so on. The use of Acehnese language in any conditions included local party members communication makes Acehnese language becomes strong language because it has speakers from any level of ages (kids, women, men, parents, youths, and so on) and also to strengthen their local identities as Acehnese people.
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1. Cultural resurgence and resilience

Several personal participation in seminars and symposia within the circle of academics and cultural activism in the vast region of the Malay World, during the last several years reveal a widespread interest and strong desire towards contemporary resurgence and new flowering of local cultural forms and traditional wisdoms. In the Puttami region of southern Thailand, for instance, The Pattami Malays are trying to re-establish their historical rightful place in their traditional homeland in the midst of major immigrant cultures. In peninsular Malaysia, the peninsular Malays are struggling to assert their culture as the defining post-colonial national culture within the context of a cultural diversity in their nation-state. The Malay regions of Northern Sumatera, Riau, and Pontianak as well as the Sundu cultural region of west Java and Bugis Makassar region of Sulawesi and Batak region north Sumatera and the region of Nangroe Aceh, the Indonesian Malays and the other minority sub groups seem to desire a re-emergence of their cultures as a cohesive entities within the context of provincial autonomy and national unity. In the vast regions of Malayo-Polynesia from the Maori of New Zealand to the Mentawai people of Madagascar, already saw the emergence socio-political movements to reclaim their rightful indigenous statuses and forcefully present their dormant cultural forms within the variety of contexts of their existence. The Malays of South Africa and of Sri Lanka are trying to rediscover their cultural affinities as a way forward, and the rest of the minute Malayo-Polynesian communities are searching for the lost proto-Austronesian cultural linkages. The defining desire seems to be the need to re-establish distinctive group cultural identities in a world of conflicting ethnic dreams and global homogenizing demands.

The process of re-emergence indicates, on the one hand the strength of local cultural resilience in the midst of national historical priorities and on the other, the pressures of global tendencies and homogenisation. At an earlier meeting on ‘local wisdom’ here in USU, the same phenomenon has been defined as a ‘contradiction of global village’ or ‘a paradox of re-tribalization’. At this juncture perhaps we may characterise the corresponding phenomenon as the imperative of identity persistence. Historical and national experience did not seem to have demolish the persistence of local wisdom and its fundamental identity. They remain perhaps submerged and dormant for a long while, during the national reconstruction of post colonial nation states. The national priority have taken precedence above all things, to re-establish national unity and identity vis-a-vis international status. Nonetheless, heritages of colonial multi-cultural construct present demanding realities and challenging conditions for government of post colonial states. Ethnic and local cultural identities needlessly submerged by the national priorities of cohesion and development.

Nowadays, contemporary challenges of globalisation are juxtaposed with the opportunity of regional autonomy to propel the re-emergence of ethnic identity to be a strong emotional prominence. Local cultural bearers found it imperative that they seize the emerging opportunity to consolidate their ethnic consciousness. The situations seems to witness the emergent consolidation of local identities and wisdom in the light of current national pressures and global challenges, motivated largely by powerful ethnic demands for self-identity and local autonomy.

It seems there is a kind of moral dilemma in the juxtaposition of local cultural and identity consolidation against the imminent forces of contextual changes of socio-economic paradigm at local and national levels brought about by a globalised world. The whole situation also seems to create a kind of ambivalence in contemporary cultural life. The need to emphasise local identity inevitably relegates national priorities and global demands to lesser positions with its attendant generation of isolation of local communities from the main developmental stream of global socio-cultural trending. In terms of modern needs, being left-out of the modernizing trend is nothing less than being drawn into the vortex of underdevelopment, something which every modern community seek to steer clear of as much as possible. The avoidance of global influences due to misplaced local priorities could result in uncalled for cultural underdevelopment.
2. Culture and group identity

The current approach to development studies and programme implementation has placed culture in a very prominent position. It is not only the cause but also the motivation for comprehensive societal development. Culture is therefore undergoing redefinition. Generally speaking, the Tylorian notion of culture defined as the "complex whole" is being replaced by the sum total of learned behaviour of members of a particular society and its communal products, has deemphasized the significance of material and nonmaterial heritages. This contemporary look at culture in behavioural terms stems from its application in development studies and planning. Much current interests have been displayed by economic sociology as well management gurus in their application towards subjective development motivation. The lack of success among classical development economies to alleviate the problems of world poverty has driven current studies to integrate culture as a fundamental dimension in modern development approaches and implementation. Thus Business Dictionary for instance, defines culture as:

—Broadly, social heritage of a group (organized community or society). It is a pattern of responses discovered, developed, or invented during the group's history of handling problems which arise from interactions among its members, and between them and their environment. These responses are considered the correct way to perceive, feel, think, and act, and are passed on to the new members through immersion and teaching.

The century old Tylorian definition which emphasises the sum total of characteristic societal material and nonmaterial achievements acquired in communal life has given way to management science with its focus on the sum total of behaviour acquired as solutions to problems of interactions with social and environmental entities. As Tylor defined it in The Primitive Society: —Culture or civilization, taken in its wide ethnographic sense, is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society (1873:1)

The core of this cultural behaviour consists of beliefs, values, and customs that regulate society as a whole. Beliefs and values are guides to behaviour, while customs are acceptable ways of behaving. A belief is basically an enduring trust on the truth of a person's particular knowledge and assessment of an issue. In general, culture composes of all the man-made environment within which man live to fulfil their life.

Culture, being human behaviour and creation, is always characterised by its universality, variability, learnedness, collectiveness, transmitted and changeableness among human societies. With the variety of human physical existence and social formations, it is always amazingly complex with incredible diverse patterns as well as construction. Scholars have classified cultural contents to include basically the tangibles and the intangibles; the tangibles being the sum total of material objects created by human in communal life, while the intangibles are the accumulation of all ideas, institutions, beliefs, language, laws and values as well as other related knowledge.

In real terms, the array of items included in the definition of culture consist of all the tangibles such as food, clothing, tools, artistic products, housing, technologies of all sorts, and all the products of communal living. To a certain extent they present observable style and pattern not only for the members of society to identify with but also for others to characterise the society. Thus the textile "batik" is a commonly observed material culture of the Mal-Indonesian World especially the Javanese that not only members of the community feel comfortable identifying with it but others also characterise the culture area of Malayo-Indonesian archipelago as a batik world. There is a process of individual as well collective identification with the characteristic feature to provide an observable cultural identity based on a form of textile material culture. Similar identification can be observed with patterns of other material and non material culture such as language, adat laws, technologies, housing, literary products, linguistic construct, values and norms and everything else that human produce in communal living. The emphasis on communal or collective achievement is because human being seems to characteristically live in communities rather than as lonely individuals. In fact to be alone is a severe punishment for human as in the case of —solitary confinement.

Language as an example, compared with other languages, the Malay language has fundamental structures and construction related to the vast majority of languages within the so-called Austronesian language family, which is the extensive coverage of languages within the geographical area from
Madagascar eastward through the Malayo-Indonesian archipelago and further into Micronesia, Melanesia and Polynesia up to Hawaii in the north and towards the Easter Island and New Zealand in the southern Pacific.

The large variety of Austronesian languages tend to be characterised generally by the — use of reduplication (repetition of all or part of a word, i.e. "wiki-wiki" or "agar-agar"). Like many East and Southeast Asian languages, most Austronesian languages have highly restrictive phonotactics, with generally small numbers of phonemes and predominantly consonant-vowel syllables. The internal structure of the Austronesian languages is complex. The family consists of many similar and closely related languages with large numbers of dialect continua, making it difficult to recognize boundaries between branches. However, it is clear that the greatest genealogical diversity is found among the Formosan languages of Taiwan, and the least diversity among the islanders of the Pacific, supporting a dispersal of the family from Taiwan or China. The first comprehensive classification to reflect this was Dyen (1965).1 (Wiki: Austronesia languages)

The basic structure therefore provides a kind of identity for the languages that are identified as "agglutinative language", featured not only by reduplication but also the derivatives which are the agglutinated prefixes, infixes and postfixes. — An agglutinative language is a type of synthetic language with morphology that primarily uses agglutination: words may contain different morphemes to determine their meaning but each of these morphemes (including stems and affixes) remains in every aspect unchanged after their union, thus resulting in generally easier deducible word meanings if compared to fusional languages. The term was introduced by Wilhelm von Humboldt to classify languages from a morphological point of view. It is derived from the Latin verb agglutinare, which means "to glue together" (Stoking, 1995:84)

For a map of Austronesian languages the link below is available.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austronesian_languages#media/File:Austronesian_jazvyk.jpg

Given the vastness of the culture area of Austronesia and the Malayo-Indonesian archipelago, compounded by its socio-cultural diversity and complexity, there seem to be a fundamental means by which human culture and society are integrated to become a cohesive but complex whole. A general central principle permeates the entirety of the socio-cultural structure to provide a common identity and inner core which is reflected in the outward view of the cultural set up. This is the set of values, belief and customs which are manifested in the general behaviour of the members of society, as well as articulated in their behavioural norms and practices.

A construct of a situation of human societal existence with observable behaviours are is in reality a manifestation of a pattern conscious and unconscious normative ideas which regulate them. The entity called values, belief and customs are therefore psychosocial in nature, located in the mind and manifested in real behaviour with regulating function to the behaviour to the extent that they coherently control behaviour performance and thus pervades the society as a whole and its social institutions. A certain pattern of common behaviour may be observed among members of a society as outcomes of intangible regulation by their values, beliefs and customs.

For instance, he Malay society and its various communities frequently display generally common behaviour regulated by the cultural value understood as "budi". At least two aspects of the value are frequently verbalised and voiced out as a kind of deep appreciation to an individual whenever a certain form of behaviour being displayed conforms to the expected budi pattern: budi bahasa and budi pekerti. He is always complemented with the remark of baik budi or berbudi bahasa. This highly positive appraisal of his behaviour and deserving praise indicate the voiced out or verbalisation of the fundamental societal values commonly found among Malay communities across the Archipelago. The budi values then provides internal cohesion and integration and commonality among various communities who regard themselves as Malays as self-identity. Members of other non-Malay communities also identify and accept the value as a common Malay behavioural identity manifestation. It thus becomes the outward marker for other non-Malay communities to identify the Malays as "berbudi" that is "community with ethics".

Classification by scholars such as Clyde Kluckhohn, Geert Hofstede or Shalom H. Schwartz on value orientation may indicate the general value inclination of a society and nation based on the general cultural identity of the society. Persistent value orientation in general displays the pattern of appropriate behaviour and response to situations that become the visible socio-cultural identity. As suggested by
Schwartz. —Values are used to characterize cultural groups, societies, and individuals, to trace change over time, and to explain the motivational bases of attitudes and behaviour (Schwartz, 2011:3).

It is assumed that there are factors and conditions which greatly influence the developmental processes of values, beliefs and customs. Spatial and historical conditions influence the internal structures as well as external appearances of a community. Migrations over time deeply impacted societal development and inevitably demand variations in organisational, institutional and behavioural capacity in order to mitigate dysfunctional existence within a particular physical environment. Simultaneously, intangible cultural contents such as values and belief, emerged to justify the pattern of existence and thus creating particularities in social and cultural forms. Overtime these variations come to be inherited as the variegated cultural life of the society, yet integrated as a cohesive holistic pattern by a common set of value conception. The intangible values therefore function as the integrative factor in the life of communities, presenting a kind of common foundation upon which all members are interrelated in a general network of societal formation. Values pervade the entire society, its organization, institutions and communities. They provide the common basis of identification for the various components to identify with and integrate themselves within the general society as a whole.

Studies on values verify that they vary in accordance with at least six main features or basic motivation: values as beliefs, desired goals, transcend specific situations and actions, as standard or criteria, ordered by importance, and relative values guide actions (Schwartz, 2011). The variety of basic conceptions illustrate the complex nature of values and their relative significance in various societies and situations. Nevertheless, these values of these conceptions can also be regarded as dimensions of values, each being an emphatic aspect in any situation of an individual human life. While the initial array of conceptions emphasize fundamental nature of values as beliefs and desired goals, the later criteria are more functional and indicative of the hierarchical significance of values.

With these criteria as bases of definition, ten value conceptions are compiled by Schwartz. They include self-direction, simulation, hedonism, achievement, power, security, conformity, tradition, benevolence and universalism (Schwartz, ibid.). —Spirituality might constitute another near-universal value... (however) spirituality did not demonstrate a consistent meaning across cultures... despite its potential important in many societies. (Schwartz, ibid.:7). The entire delineation by Schwartz may not coincide with the value conceptions of other societies. Nevertheless several of them be identified as the value conceptions various societies. Malay for instance would value conformity, security, tradition, benevolence with less acceptance for self-direction or achievement. And again Schwartz suggested that, —Values are grounded in one or more of three universal requirements of human existence with which they help to cope. These requirements are needs of individuals as biological organisms, requisites of coordinated social interaction, and survival and welfare needs of groups. Individuals cannot cope successfully with these requirements of human existence on their own. Rather, people must articulate appropriate goals to cope with them, communicate with others about them, and gain cooperation in their pursuit. Values are the socially desirable concepts used to represent these goals mentally and the vocabulary used to express them in social interaction. (Schwartz, ibid.:4)

The fact that values are common acceptance as worthwhiles among members of society, indicates that there is an identity common to all members. Values thus not only regulate but also integrate members by the common value identification.

3. Culture and Identity
Chris Weedon described the cultural connection of identity in the modern world as follows:

—Identity and culture are key issues in the post-colonial, post-modern West. This is a world in which the legacies of colonialism, including migration and the creation of diasporas, along with processes of globalization have put taken-for-granted ideas of identity and belonging into question. (C. Weedon, 2004)

Weedon, following many modern sociologist, have been greatly influenced by the Marxian approach of post modern analysis. Among the foremost is the French Marxist philosopher, Louis Althusser who theorizes that the process of identification enable individuals to become ‘knowing subjects’ by which an individual is conceived of as a sovereign, rational and unified consciousness, in control of language and meaning. It is the I that thinks and speaks and is the apparent author of meaning. This is the theory of the subject that is usually assumed in common sense discourses. (Althusser 1971). The idea of the subject and its attendant subjectivity is explicated as follows:
Subjectivity (consisting of an individual’s conscious and unconscious sense of self, emotions and desires) is also constituted in language, and rational consciousness is only one dimension of subjectivity. It is in the process of using language – whether as thought or speech – that we take up positions as speaking and thinking subjects and the identities that go with them (Weedon, ibid).

Following Foucault’s analysis of real situations, social interpretation become fixed with the devastating impact of European contact with the rest of the world in the early 16th century. This early modern period in Western history have brought cultures of many different people to come into contact and mixed with ever increasing degrees. In various manifestation largely colonialism, the slave trade, white settlement outside Europe, war, migration to the West and now globalization, the West has developed relations of power with others, with the desire, to dominate or assimilate others under the various banners of civilization, Christianization, modernization, progress and development. These processes have involved a profound “othering” of colonized peoples as different and less advanced than people of European descent (C. Weedon, 2004:19).

The othering of people have eventually created the process of identification into various categories, especially racial groups with the dominance of the West in the power relation with others. According as suggested by Weedon,

Identity is perhaps best understood as a limited and temporary fixing for the individual of a particular mode of subjectivity as apparently what one is. One of the key ideological roles of identity is to curtail the plural possibilities of subjectivity inherent in the wider discursive field and to give individuals a singular sense of who they are and where they belong (Weedon, ibid:19).

The study of identity has taken a new significance in recent years. In 1996, Stuart Hall observed that, “there has been a veritable discursive explosion in recent years around the concept of ‘identity’, at the same moment as it has been subjected to a searching critique” (Hall, 1996:1).

He further delineated a three stage movements of what he perceived as decentering:

The critique of the self-sustaining subject at the centre of post-Cartesian western metaphysics has been comprehensively advanced in philosophy. The question of subjectivity and its unconscious processes of formation has been developed within the discourse of a psychanalytically influenced feminism and cultural criticism. The endlessly performative self has been advanced in celebratory variants of postmodernism. Within the anti-essentialist critique of ethnic, racial and national conceptions of cultural identity and the ‘politics of location’ some adventurous theoretical conceptions have been sketched in their most grounded forms (Hall, ibid.)

The question that there is a process of decentring of identity from its fixed conception during the renaissance and the psychanalysis phases to the fragmentation of the contemporary post modern social theorizing, means that,

This is fragmenting the cultural landscapes of class, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, race, and nationality which gave us locations as social individuals. These transformations are also shifting now: personal identities, undermining our sense of ourselves as integrated subjects. This loss of a stable ‘sense of self’ is sometimes called the dislocation or de-centring of the subject. This set of double displacements - decenerring individuals both from their place in the social and cultural world, and horn themselves, constitutes a ‘crisis of identity’ for the individual (Hall, ibid.)

Hall’s observation coincide very intimately with the development of identity analysis by the discipline of communication with their emphasis on intercultural and interpersonal communications and interactions. One major line of approach is by Jane Collier and M. Thomas who suggested that culture - serves to give an identity to a group, ensures survival and enhances the feeling of belonging. Identity is the definition of ones-self.

By cultural identity Collier means that there is, self identification, a sense of belonging to a group that reaffirms itself. It is the extent to which one is a representative of a given culture behaviourally, communicatively, psychologically and sociologically. It consists of values, meaning, customs and beliefs used to relate to the world.

Furthermore she elaborated that identity is, a person’s frame of reference by which he perceives himself. Identities are constructed by an integral connection of language, social structures, gender orientation and cultural pattern. There is a complex relationship between culture and identity (Collier, 1998).

The recent development of identity studies among communication scholars was based on the classical sociological theory of symbolic interactionism advanced by G.H. Mead and C. H. Cooley, and
was later elaborated by Herbert Blumer (1969). The new identity theory further elaborated by the communication scholars such as Jane Collier and William B. Gudykunst and others. Initially Blumer and others had suggested the three basic premises of interactions:

- "Humans act toward things on the basis of the meanings they ascribe to those things."
- "The meaning of such things is derived from, or arises out of, the social interaction that one has with others and the society."
- "These meanings are handled in, and modified through, an interpretative process used by the person in dealing with the things he/she encounters."

With the characteristic emphasis on meaning, symbolism, interactions and interpretations of symbols and meaning, the issue of cultural identity therefore has generally shifted towards social identity within the theory of intercultural and interpersonal communications in which scholars generally conceptualise it as:

- Identity as created through communication.
- Identities are created in spurts of the moments.
- Identities are multiple and developed in different ways in different cultures.
- Identities are influenced by society and they are dynamic.

Identity therefore are created in moments of interactions as strategies negotiated in interactions among individuals of various personalities and members of groups of differing cultural orientations and identity formation. Hecht et al. (1993) explore a list of eight overall assumptions of the Communication theory of identity:

1. Identities have individual, enacted, relational, and communal properties.
2. Identities are both enduring and changing.
3. Identities are affective, cognitive, behavioral, and spiritual.
4. Identities have both content and relationship levels of interpretation.
5. Identities involve both subjective and ascribed meanings.
6. Identities are codes that are expressed in conversations and define membership in communities.
7. Identities have semantic properties that are expressed in core symbols, meanings, and labels.
8. Identities prescribe modes of appropriate and effective communication.

The current focus on the changeability of identity within a multiple set up and interactions provided several themes with at least four major emphasis to explicate the notion of cultural identity:

1. Cultural identity theory (Collier)
2. Identity management theory (Cupach)
3. Identity negotiation theory (Ting-Toomey)
4. Communication theory of identity (Hecht)

Collier and Thomas have characterized cultural identity by referring towards the way group members communicate their identity. Quoting them extensively as follows will elaborate the descriptive features of their classification:

**Avowal and Ascription** - It is how one presents oneself to another. Ascription is how others perceive an individual. It is how one refers to others.

**Modes of Expression** - The use of core symbols (expressions of a group's cultural beliefs and theories about the world around them), names, labels and norms (expected standard of behaviour) that a cultural community share and follow in order to show that they belong to a particular group, demonstrates shared identity.

**Individual, Relational and Communal Identity** - Individual refers to how an individual interprets his cultural identity based on his experiences. Relational refers to how individuals interact with one and another (what is the appropriate behavior) and communal identity is the use of communication in the creation, affirmation and negotiation of shared identity.

**Enduring and Changing Aspects of Identity** - The cultural identity changes due to several factors which are social, political, economic and contextual.

**Affective, Cognitive and Behavioral Aspects of Identity** - Emotions fully attached to cultural identity in particular situations.
Content and Relationship Levels - The participants of the conversation interpret the choice and meanings of the words based on their experiences. The interactions also show the relational level based on how a person delivers the message. This level of a message implies a cultural interpretation of who is in control, their levels of closeness, what they feel about each other, level of trust, etc.

Salience or Prominence - This is the degree to which an identity is demonstrated in a situation and refers to how much a person's cultural identity stands out and attracts attention. The intensity differs depending on context, situation topic and relationship. Prominence shows a strong investment/involvement in an identity.

ii. Identity Management Theory or IMT, was introduced in the early 1990's. It perceives that individuals as having their identities differently at different given points across time and space. William R. Cupach and Tadasu Todd Imahori developed IMT with Erving Goffman's "Interaction Ritual: Essays on Face-to-Face Behavior", published in 1967 as the main source of inspiration and elaboration. Goffman had talked of self-image of an individual during interaction with another individual. This self-image seemed to be temporary and the social impact has a very strong bearing on this image that the individual frequently project it in the future. An individual changes and perceives himself accordingly within the social context of his personal presentation. Cupach and Imahori suggest that the communicative ability requires the individual to successfully negotiate the mutually acceptable identities in interaction. The idea of negotiation becomes strategies for individuals to present conceivably right identity in the context of various interactions. Identity then become negotiated and very often face with acceptance or conflict which have to be resolve in the course negotiations.

iii. The term identity in the Identity Negotiation Theory (INT) usually refers to an individual's multifaceted identities of cultural, ethnic, religious, social class, gender, sexual orientation, professional, family/relational role, and personal image(s) based on self-reflection and other categorization social construction processes. Social identity theory regards social or socio-cultural identities can include ethnic membership identity, social class identity, to family role issues, and personal identities can also include any unique attributes that we associate with our individuated self in comparison to those of others. Thus, each individual has composite identity in group membership, relational role, and individual self-reflexive implications. Individuals thus mostly acquired their composite identity through socio-cultural conditioning process, individual lived experiences, and the repeated intergroup and interpersonal interaction experiences. The term negotiation in the INT refers to the exchange of verbal and nonverbal messages between the two or more communicators in maintaining, threatening, or uplifting the various socio-cultural group based or unique personal-based identity images of the other in situ. (S. Ting-Toomey, 2015:418)

iv. The Communication Theory of Identity proposes that there are four frames of identity: personal, enacted, relational, and communal which Hochet et al. (2015) view these frames as locations of identity. "Identity is 'stored' within individuals, relationships, and groups and is communicated within and between partners and group members" (p. 164). Those four frames or levels of identities don't exist in isolation from each other, but interact and interpenetrate one another. The authors insist that frames are means of interpreting "reality" and can be considered as sensitizing constructs.

Identity as a personal frame provides an understanding of how individuals define themselves. There are three additional assumptions that are characteristic for this frame:

1. Identities are hierarchically ordered meanings attributed to the self as an object in a social situation.
2. Identities are meanings ascribed to the self by others in the social world;
3. Identities are a source of expectations and motivations.

Identity as an enactment frame focuses on the messages that express identity and on the meanings that are created through (and by) identity enactment. This frame has two additional assumptions:

1. Identities are emergent;
2. Identities are enacted in social behaviors, social roles, and symbols.
Identity as a relationship frame has three levels. First, identity is relational because individuals' enactments of their identities (and ultimately, their identities) are shaped by their interactional partners. "The person I am with you is not the person I am with someone else" (p. 167). Second, identity is relational because people gain identity through relational roles (i.e., spouse, friend, parent, etc.) and define themselves in terms of those relationships. Third, identity is relational because a group of people involved in a relationship becomes an entity with a distinct identity (e.g., family, dating couple, etc.). "Identity as Relationship shares the assumptions of Identity as Enactment, although this time the focus is on the mutual or relational aspects" (p. 168).

1. Identities emerge in relationship to other people.
2. Identities are enacted in relationships.
3. Relationships develop identities as social entities.

Identity as a communal frame provides understanding of something which is central to the group identity and which brings its members together. The following is the assumption of Identity as Communal Frame:

1. Identities emerge out of groups and networks

Given the very complex conceptualisation of identity within the whole theory of communication and their focus on interpersonal interactions as well as intergroup and intercultural linkages, it would be useful to focus on one of them for the purpose of our analysis of identity in the seminar. I shall utilise the cultural identity conception of Collier and Homes for the purpose of analysis of Malay cultural identity in relation to their dominant values and cultural identification. Values is generally concepts by C. Kluckhohn as worthwhileness acceptable to the whole society for the purpose of behavioural actions. Thus the properties of identity summarises by Collier may coincide with the conception of values as dominant concept which regulate society. As suggested earlier, among Malays, the concept budi may be taken as the expression of dominant identity practised among them and identified of them.

4. Shifting local identities

As clarified above, identities are multifaceted and arranged hierarchically from the Cultural, social, national, communal, attribute to the personal levels. Following Collier and Thomas, identity is characterised by seven properties, namely:

i. Avowal and Ascription
ii. Modes of Expression
iii. Individual, Relational and Communal Identity
iv. Enduring and Changing Aspects of Identity
v. Affective, Cognitive and Behavioural Aspects of Identity
vi. Content and Relationship Levels
vii. Salience or Prominence

The issue of identity as Malay and Malayness has been largely debated in various circles. The historical Malay and the cultural Malay may be found in the debates by various writers of the collection edited by Timothy P. Barnard, (2014). Contesting Malayness: Malay Identity Across Boundaries. The historical Malay may be conceived of as an imperial construct in the sense that they were rulers of kingdoms in the Malay Archipelago and much of their cultural features had been absorbed and taken-up by outlying communities under their suzerainty. The most widespread absorption by other communities is the Malay language which had become the ‘lingua franca’ of the Malayo-Indonesian Archipelago. Linguistic diffusion and enculturation must have been in attendance with larger cultural diffusion as the imperial power of the archipelago. Together with the great political status was the economic power not only in terms of taxation but also trading along the strategic Melaka Straits which enable the Malay cultural items and features to be diffused in the whole archipelago. This was what was observed by the Portuguese and Dutch during their early survey of the archipelago.

The cultural Malay is identified by the characteristic value of budi. A wide-spread concept within the Malayo-Indonesian archipelago, the expression of the concept as identity for Malays has been embodied not only in various genres of literary creations such proverbs, pantun poetry, sayings,
narratives and folklores but also in observable behaviour and the normative sanctions performed by them in case of nonconformity among members. Such expressions as baik budi and tak berbudi are positive and negative sanctions for good and acceptable behaviour as well blatant nonconformist behaviour. The most famous pantun has became a classic in Malay poetry with every Malay would have heard of it:

Pulau Pandan jauh ke tengah
Nampak dari Angsa Dua
Hancu badan di kandung tanah
Budi baik dikenang juga.

Or the seloka as the expression of extreme budi:
Baik budi mak si randang
Dagang lalu di tanakkan
Anak dipangku dikletakkan
Kera dihutan disusui
Dagang lalu di tanakkan
Awak juga kelaparan.

There is a whole complex of expressions related integrally with the concept budi as a dominant value and identity. A behaviour may be positively sanctioned as baik budi, berbudi bahasa, berbudi pekeri, berakal budi, beradat, beradab, and berbudi bicara, timbang rasa, hahs pekeri, as opposed to the negative sanction for being tak kenang budi, tak ada budi bahasa, pekeri kasar, kurang ajar, tak tahu adat, biadab, kera masuk kampung, sumbong, bongkok, kasar. We may therefore conceive of values and identity as a complex of ideas and conception which the society general accepted and express in various situations.

The budi conception large fulfils the seven properties as described by Collier and Thomas and therefore could be regarded as the Malay identity. More significantly is the fact that most Malays identified budi as integral to their character that they can dismiss nonconformity with the budi expectations as being ‘unMalay’. The value as identity can therefore be regarded as the fundamental avowal of their identity in concrete expression and function as the mode of expression, fixed by longer temporal frame by the wide spatial spread and locations of society. It may regarded as of high salience and prominence in the definition of Malayness and their cognitive identity.

5 Identity and cultural change

Cultural impacts, as many scholars confirm, refer to the impacts on values, beliefs and attitudes of people within a community. As has been clearly explained above, a community’s culture generally includes all accepted behaviours and activities that are regarded as normal and conventional by that community, and the values placed on those activities. Many scholars have suggested that changes in any valued activity would have an impact on the culture itself. As such cultural change takes the longest time to happen since it is embedded within the inner core of the psychosocial structure of the mind. It is associated with such transformations in a society as increase of cross-cultural understanding, tolerance, and inclusion inside communities, assimilation and adoption of new languages, revival of traditional practices in contemporary culture, adaptation to new cultural values or safeguarding traditional beliefs. We are in the throes of changing inner core of values and identity impacted by the internal changes and external pressures of development and globalisation. In this situation, identities follow the cultural movement towards complexity and transformation. Thus multiple identities is the order of the day for many members of society.
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